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and in a vertical plane under the action of gravity. Energy,
work, power, and their units; simple illustrations of the conserva-
tions of energy from Dynamics.
Conditions of equilibrium of a body under three con-current
forces (the parallelogram and triangle of ±'or:-e) and under
parallel forces. Centre of gravity. Simple machines. The
balance and its sensibility.
The motion of a simple pendulum (studied experimentally;,
deductions from the formula for the time of oscillation of a
simple pendulum.
G-entral properties of matter.—Extension, intertia, gravita-
tion, divisibility, porosity, elasticity, cohesion, ductility, mallea-
bility, brittleness; plasticity, viscosity. The three states of
matter. Changes 01 state, produced by heating1 and cooling.
Elasticity.—Its definition. Distinction between solids and
fluids owing to difference in elasticity.
Hydrostatics.—Pressure at point in a fluid; definition and
illustration; transmissibility oi pressure Evaluation of pressure
at a point in a heavy fluid at rest; its uniformity in all directions.
Resultant thrust in simple cases. The principle of Archimedes,
floating bodies, hydrometers. Applications to practical determi-
nation of density and specific gravity. The pressure of a gas and
its de tern «.in at ion; the barometer und its use in the measurement
of atmospheric pressure. Boyle's Law, air pumps and water
pumps.
Heat:—Temperature and its measurements; the construction
and graduation of thermometers. The thermal expansion of
soilds, liquids and gases and their accurate determination; the
air thermometer. Heat as quantity; the unit of heat; specific-
heat and the more direct methods of calorimetry. Laws of fusion,
evaporation and ebullition; latent heat. Vapour pressure and
how it is measured. Saturated and unsaturated vapours. Con-
duction and convection of heat; definition of thermal conduct-
ivity. Radiation; absorption and reflection; Law of cooling.
The dynamical equivalent of heat; the conservation of energy.
Light:—The rectilinear propagation of light, formation 01
shadows, images in pin-hole camera. The experimental facts
and laws of reflection and refraction of light; simple geometrical
deduction from these, applicable to small direct pencils incident,
on plane and spherical surfaces. The eye and ordinary defects
of vision. Magnifying power. Applications to thin lenses. The
telescope and microscope. The dispersion of light; the

